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Introduction
annual
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electricity
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The knowledge about household properties (such as number of inhabitants,
living area, heating type, etc.) is highly
desirable for utility companies to pave
the way to targeted energy eﬃciency
programs, products and services.
Raising individual household data via
surveys or purchasing it is expensive and
time consuming,
and often only
a small fraction
of customers
participate.
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classification
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algorithm

household type: “apartment”
room heating type: “not electric”
water heating type: “electric”
num. residents: “two persons”
living area: “>95 m2”

performance
evaluation

classes are higher than 40% (see Figure 3).
This means, for example, for the class
“house” that having trained the classifier
with A, the algorithm finds >80% of all
customers in dataset B who live in a house.
Because of the reasons for the lower
classification performance in dataset C the
transferability from and to a dataset with
only one year is limited. We assume that
further main influence factors to the
transferability results are sample selection
eﬀects.
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Figure 2: Classification and evaluation methodology
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erties “living area” and “number of residents”) when the class sizes within one
property are about equally. The results for
properties with unbalances classes (one
class is more than two times larger than
another) show a low accuracy. The class
sizes in the property “type of household”
are unbalanced, yet the poor result for this
property can be related to the selection bias

Methods
Figure 1: Potential personalized energy-eﬃciency
products and services, e.g. online platforms, apps, direct
mailings (Source: BEN Energy AG)
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Figure 3a: Classification accuracy and transferability results
meter consumption data. However, the The classification procedure applied in
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The datasets contain annual electricity Evaluation and results
Figure 3b: Classification accuracy and transferability results for the properties pResidents, pHouseholdType,
consumption over one, three and five To evaluate the performance, we count the pWaterHeating and pHeating
years respectively, and the customers’ number of correct and misclassified
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Table 2: Classification settings and feature sets for evaluating the classification transferability
Classification with
Dataset A
Dataset A
AA: CPD_mean,
CDP_var, mad_1112_13,
diﬀ_mPLZ_12
Dataset B
BA: CPD_mean,
CPD_var, mad_12_3,
diﬀ_mPLZ_11
Dataset C
CA: CPD_mean,
diﬀ_mPLZ

Dataset B
AB: CPD_mean,
CPD_var, mad_12_3,
diﬀ_mPLZ_11
BB: CPD_mean,
CPD_var, mad_0910112_12,
diﬀ_mPLZ_11
CB: CPD_mean,
diﬀ_mPLZ

Dataset C
AC: CPD_mean,
diﬀ_mPLZ
BC: CPD_mean,
diﬀ_mPLZ
CC: CPD_mean,
diﬀ_mPLZ
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